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Abstract. Today it is possible to deploy sensor networks in the real world and
collect large amounts of raw sensory data. However, it remains a major challenge to make sense of sensor data, i.e., to extract high-level knowledge from the
raw data. In this paper we present a novel in-network knowledge discovery technique, where high-level information is inferred from raw sensor data directly on
the sensor nodes. In particular, our approach supports the discovery of frequent
distributed event patterns, which characterize the spatial and temporal correlations between events observed by sensor nodes in a confined network neighborhood. One of the key challenges in realizing such a system are the constrained
resources of sensor nodes. To this end, our solution offers a declarative query
language that allows to trade off detail and scope of the sought patterns for resource consumption. We implement our proposal on real hardware and evaluate
the trade-off between scope of the query and resource consumption.
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Introduction

Systems research in sensor networks has reached a point where we can build and deploy
medium-sized sensor networks and collect large amounts of raw or preprocessed sensor
data during months of unattended operation. However, it remains a major challenge to
make sense of the collected data, i.e., to extract the relevant knowledge from the raw
data. Most existing techniques for knowledge discovery from sensor data are centralized
and require the extraction of raw sensor data from the network. However, this can be
very costly due to the large data volume and does not scale to large networks.
In a previous position paper [20] we sketched an in-network knowledge extraction
technique that supports the discovery of frequent distributed event patterns. In this paper, we turn this idea into a complete system, implement it on sensor nodes and study
important performance metrics. The key advantage of our in-network approach is that
the extracted knowledge is directly available to the sensor nodes and can be used to
control the behavior of the sensor nodes (e.g., to prioritize processing of event patterns
that occur infrequently). Also, the extracted knowledge is often much more compact
than raw sensor data and can therefore be more efficiently extracted from the sensor
network than raw sensor data.
Our approach is based on events, that is, each sensor node locally analyzes the output of its sensors to find relevant real world occurrences. In many applications it is
?
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important to put such events into a spatial and temporal context, i.e., to consider the
correlation of an event observed by a sensor node with events observed by surrounding
sensor nodes in the recent past. In an equipment monitoring application (e.g., [1]), for
example, one is interested in understanding if abnormal vibration signatures are correlated with nearby abnormal temperature readings. In a bird monitoring application
(e.g., [21]), one is interested in understanding if certain events in the neighborhood of a
nesting burrow (e.g., noise, motion) are correlated with birds leaving their nests.
Our approach supports this type of application by providing a framework to analyze
the correlation of a certain type of event on a sensor node with context events observed
by nodes in a confined neighborhood of this node in the recent past. For example, we
might find that in 30% of the cases where a bird left its nest, motion has been detected
by at least one sensor located within 10 meters of the nest no more than 3 minutes in
the past. We call such a correlation of events a distributed event pattern. Our technique
discovers such distributed event patterns that occur with a frequency not less than a userspecified minimum. Besides a minimum frequency, a user has to specify local events of
interest and certain temporal and spatial constraints using a declarative query language.
The discovered set of frequent event patterns can be considered as a compact characterization of the “common behavior” observed by a set of sensor nodes over long
periods of time. Likewise, an event pattern that is not frequent can be considered as
an exceptional occurrence. Frequent event patterns can be used in two primary ways:
Firstly, by a user to learn about the common behavior, or to be notified of exceptional
behavior or of significant changes to the common behavior. Secondly, as the event patterns are computed on the sensor nodes, the latter can use this information to control
or adapt their behavior, for example, to allocate more resources for the processing and
communication of rare event patterns than for more common ones.
In this paper we focus on how frequent event patterns can be efficiently computed
on resource-constrained sensor nodes. Although sensor nodes are becoming more powerful over time, constrained node resources are the primary challenge in designing and
implementing our in-network knowledge extraction technique. Our approach to deal
with this challenge lies in the query language, which allows the user to define the detail
(e.g., granularity of temporal and spatial relationships between local events) and scope
(e.g., minimum pattern frequency, involved local events, maximal temporal or spatial
distance between local events) of sought patterns: the more detailed or the larger the
scope of sought patterns, the more expensive is pattern discovery. Thus, we offer the
user a turning knob to trade off detail and scope for resource consumption.
Note that the above discovery of frequent events patterns is different from detection
of event patterns. For the latter, the user needs to specify in advance and exactly which
event patterns the system should detect. With our approach, the system itself identifies
event patterns that occur frequently given certain constraints on the sought event patterns. As such, our approach can be considered as a relaxation of detection of event
patterns.
We begin with an overview of the system in Sect. 2 and introduce patterns and
queries in Sect. 3, before presenting the core algorithms in Sect. 4. Important implementation aspects are discussed in Sect. 5. We evaluate our proposal in Sect. 6.

2

System Overview

The overall architecture of the proposed system is as follows. A user can pose a query
to the system using a declarative language. Such a query defines the local events of
interest and additional constraints on the sought frequent distributed event patterns, see
Sect. 3 for details. A query is compiled into executable code (containing both the query
parameters and the pattern discovery algorithm) at the gateway of the sensor network
and the resulting executable is distributed to each node in the sensor network using a
code distribution protocol.
Using the query parameters, the pattern discovery algorithm executing at a sensor
node continuously collects event notifications from nodes in a confined network neighborhood and computes the set of frequent distributed events patterns as detailed in Sect.
4. This set can now be used in a number of different ways as discussed in Sect. 1.
Depending on the application scenario, the pattern discovery algorithm may be executing at some sensor nodes (e.g., only on nest nodes in the bird monitoring example
in Sect. 1) or on every node of the sensor network.

3

Patterns and Queries

We will illustrate the notion of distributed event patterns using the bird monitoring
example given in Sect. 1. Here, sensor nodes are deployed in and around the nest and
can detect two types of events: motion (of creatures) and a bird leaving its nest. We
are interested in understanding how leave events are correlated with motion events in
the vicinity of the nest. Here, our system might find a frequent distributed event pattern
such as
(motion, <10m, <3min, >=1) : leave [30%]

This pattern has to be read as follows: In 30% of the cases where a bird left its nest,
motion has been detected by at least 1 sensor located within 10 meters of the nest sensor
no more than 2 minutes in the past.
In general, a pattern consists of a local event (right of the pattern’s column) and
a term that summarizes occurrences of context events (left of the pattern’s column) in
a spatial and temporal neighborhood of the above event. The frequency or support of
a pattern equals the number of occurrences of the local event for which the left-hand
term of the pattern also applies, divided by the number of occurrences of the local event
(regardless if the left-hand side of the pattern applies or not). A frequent pattern is a
pattern whose support is greater than or equal to a given minimum support.
In order to discover such patterns, a user has to specify a query. The query defines events and context events of interest and a number of constraints on the sought
patterns. These constraints are needed to cut down the otherwise huge search space
for possible patterns to allow an implementation of the pattern discovery algorithm on
resource-constrained sensor nodes. Fig. 1 shows a possible query for our bird monitoring example.
In our system, time is divided into epochs of fixed length. Nodes are synchronized
such that epochs begin and end at approximately the same real-time instants at all nodes
across the network. Since typical epoch durations are in the order of seconds or tens of

seconds, required synchronization is rather loose and easily achieved with existing synchronization protocols. In our example query, epoch length is 60 seconds as specified in
line 2. Epochs are identified by monotonically increasing integer numbers starting with
zero.
In each epoch, a sensor
1
// epoch length
node can generate at most one
2 epoch = 60 // [seconds]
3
// event definitions
instance of each possible event
4 event motion { max:accel[0] > threshold }
type. In our sample query,
5 event leave { max:pir [0] == 0 &&
6
max:pir [1] == 1}
two event types motion and
7
// events and context events
leave are defined in lines 4
8
levents {leave}
9
cevents {motion}
to 6, respectively. A motion
// temporal and spatial scope
event (i.e., ground is vibrat- 1011 neighborhood
= 1 // [hop]
12
history = 6 // epochs
ing) is generated in an epoch if
13
// minimum support and error bound
the maximum output value of 14 minsupport = 30 // [%]
the accelerometer sensor in that 15 error = 5 // [%]
// distance partitions [meters]
epoch is greater than a thresh- 1617 distance
{ near =(0,10], far =(10,20] }
18
// time interval partitions [epochs]
old (i.e., max:accel[0] >
{ now=0, recent =[1,3], old =[4,6] }
threshold is true, where the 1920 time
// frequency partitions [number]
“0” in square brackets refers to 21 frequency { none=0, some=[1, infty ] }
the current epoch). A leave
event is generated in the current
Fig. 1. An example query.
epoch if the passive infrared
sensor (PIR) detected presence of a bird in the previous epoch (i.e., max:pir[1]
== 1 is true, where the “1” in square brackets refers to the previous epoch), but not in
the current epoch (i.e., max:pir[0] == 0 is true). We assume that PIR is a binary
sensor that outputs either zero or one. The set of all events given in a query will be
denoted by E.
The builtin event definition language only supports simple predicates over aggregated sensor values in the current and past epochs. In every epoch, sensor values are
aggregated in predefined ways (e.g., minimum, maximum, average). For more complex
and realistic events, the query language supports external events whose detection is implemented outside of our system (e.g., using more elaborate sensor signal processing
techniques).
Lines 8 and 9 in our sample query define leave as a local event and motion as a
context event, respectively. Note that an arbitrary numbers of local events and context
events can be specified and event types may be declared as both local events and context
events. The set of all context and local events defined in a query will be denoted by Ec
and El , respectively.
Lines 11 and 12 define the spatial and temporal scope that should be considered
for the correlation analysis. The spatial scope, denoted by SSCOP E, is given as a
maximum hop count, such that only correlations between events generated by nodes at
most SSCOP E hops apart are considered. The temporal scope, denoted by T SCOP E
is given as a number of epochs, such that only correlations between events that occurred
within a time window of T SCOP E epochs are considered. In the example, if the node
in the nest executing the pattern discovery algorithm observes a local event during a
given epoch, only context events generated no more than 6 epochs in the past by nodes

no more than one hop away (including the nest node itself) will be considered for the
correlation analysis.
Recall that our system will only discover patterns that occurred with a given minimum support, which is given in line 14 of the sample query. Further, we allow a certain
error (given in line 15 of the sample query), such that a pattern may be reported as being
frequent by our system if its true support is greater than or equal to minimum support
minus error bound. We will denote minimum support and error bound as M S and M Se ,
respectively.
Finally, the query contains a quantization of Euclidean distances between nodes,
time intervals (between event occurrences, where time is measured in epochs), and frequency of event occurrences into a set of discrete partitions. Each partition is an interval
that is either open (parenthesis) or closed (bracket). Note that the set of distance (time,
frequency) partitions does not need to cover the whole domain of distances (time, frequency). By this, a user can constrain the search space for patterns to certain distances
and time intervals between events as well as to certain frequencies of events. We assume the existence of an implicit, possibly non-continuous or empty partition ⊥ that
covers the part of the domain that is not covered by partitions that have been explicitly
defined. The sets of all distance, time, and frequency intervals defined in a query will be
denoted by DP , T P , and F P , respectively. We assume the existence of mapping functions mapd , mapt , and mapf , which map a given distance, time interval, and frequency
to elements of DP ∪ {⊥}, T P ∪ {⊥}, and F P ∪ {⊥}, respectively.
We can now specify the general form of a pattern in terms of the query parameters
as follows:
^
^
(eci , dpi , tpi , f pi ) :
elj [s]
(1)
i=1..N

j=1..M

eci

∈ Ec is a context event, dpi ∈ DP is a distance partition, tpi ∈ T P is
Here,
a time partition, and f pi ∈ F P is a frequency partition. elj ∈ El is a local event and
s is the support of the pattern. Note that the above pattern is equivalent to M patterns
with only one local event and identical terms on the left-hand sides, but with possibly
different support values. The pattern is frequent if s ≥ M S. One example pattern would
be:
(motion, near, recent, some) AND
(motion, near, now, some) : leave [30%]

Note that while the above discussion is based on the notion of events (defined as a
state change), patterns can also be used to reason about correlations between different
states as well as between states and events. In our bird monitoring example, we could
define an event present as follows: event present { max:pir[0] == 1 }.
This event would fire in every epoch as long as a bird is in the nest, thus implementing
the state “a bird is in the nest”.

4

Discovery of Frequent Patterns

The pattern discovery algorithm executing at a sensor node consists of several components which will be discussed in this section. Firstly, a sensor node collects event

occurrences from a confined network neighborhood and transforms this information
into a pattern for each epoch (Sect. 4.1). These patterns are represented as sets of small
integers, so-called itemsets (Sect. 4.2). From the resulting stream of itemsets, frequent
itemsets are discovered (Sects. 4.3 and 4.4).
4.1

Data Collection and Pattern Generation

The pattern discovery algorithm is executing at one or more sensor nodes (as specified
by the user using mechanisms outside of the scope of this paper) to discover frequent
event patterns. We will denote such sensor nodes as discovery nodes. Sensor nodes that
are within the spatial scope SSCOP E of a discovery node are called client nodes. Note
that a single sensor node may both act as a discovery node and as a client node to one or
more other discovery nodes. Also note that the set of client nodes may change over time
due to fluctuation of wireless links and due to nodes dying or being added. Throughout
this section we consider a single discovery node.
The pattern discovery algorithm executing on the discovery node proceeds as follows. After each epoch t, the algorithm checks if any local events occurred locally
during t. If so, a pattern is constructed for epoch t. Otherwise, nothing needs to be
done.
To construct the pattern, a request message is sent to all client nodes containing the
identity and location of the discovery node and epoch t. Client nodes reply a message
containing the event occurrences during T SCOP E. Essentially, a reply message from
node i contains values f reqi (e, dp, dt) for each context event e, distance partition dp,
and time partition dt that have been defined in the query. This value equals 1 iff event e
occurred on node i in the distance partition dp during time partition dt with respect to
the requesting discovery P
node and is zero otherwise. The discovery node computes the
sums f req(e, dp, dt) = i f reqi (e, dp, dt) over all client nodes to obtain the following pattern for epoch t:
^
^
(e, dp, tp, mapf (f req(e, dp, tp))) :
El (t)
(2)
∀e∈Ec ,dp∈DP,tp∈T P

where El (t) refers to the set of local events that occurred at the discovery node during
epoch t.
If SSCOP E = 1 (i.e., a spatial scope of one hop), then the request is implemented
by a broadcast message from the discovery node to all child nodes and the replies
are implemented by unicast messages from the child nodes to the discovery node. If
SSCOP E > 1, then networking abstractions such as Abstract Regions [23] may be
used which support the above communication pattern also for multi-hop neighborhoods.
Also, in-network aggregation [18] may be used to compute the sums f req(e, dp, tp) in
the network rather than at the discovery node.
4.2

Pattern Representation

Patterns are represented by so-called itemsets, i.e., a set of items. Conversion of patterns to itemsets and vice versa is accomplished as follows. Each term on the left-hand
side of a pattern is mapped to an item by concatenating the event identifier, distance

partition identifier, time partition identifier, and frequency partition identifier. Each local event is mapped to an item consisting of the respective event identifier. The reserve
mapping is analogous. In the remainder of the paper, we will use the terms pattern
and itemset synonymously. For example, the pattern (motion, near, recent,
some) AND (motion, near, now, some) : leave maps to the itemset
{motion.near.recent.some, motion.near.now.some, leave}. It is easy to see that the maximum size of an itemset is
|Ec | × |DP | × |T P | × |F P | + |El |

(3)

Hence, itemsets can be implemented as sets of small integers by mapping each
possible item to an integer between 1 and the above maximum size. In our system,
itemsets are implemented as bitvectors.
4.3

Frequent Patterns

The procedure described in Sect. 4.1 produces a stream of patterns (one for each epoch
where a local event occurs), each of which is represented as an itemset as described in
Sect. 4.2. We now need to find itemsets which are frequent with respect to this stream
S of itemsets.
We will constrain our search to frequent itemsets is which contain only one local
event e ∈ El . The support of such an itemset is defined as the number of itemsets in
S of which is is a subset, divided by the number of itemsets in S which contain e as a
local event. An itemset is frequent if its support is greater than or equal to the minimum
support M S given in the query. Note that frequent itemsets are not necessarily elements
of S, but they are subsets of one or more elements of S. Also note that every subset of
a frequent itemset is also frequent and its support is greater than or equal to the support
of the superset.
Several algorithms have been proposed to discover frequent itemsets from a stream
of itemsets (e.g., [7, 10, 15]). The difficulty of this problem lies in the fact that only one
pass over S is possible as S grows without bounds over time and hence cannot be stored
completely on resource-constrained devices. Much better algorithms exist if multiple
passes over S are possible. Typical single-pass algorithms therefore use a so-called
synopsis data structure, which is essentially a compressed version of the data stream.
Frequent itemsets can then be computed from the synopsis data structure which can
be randomly accessed. However, synopsis data structures used by the above algorithms
are still too large to fit into the constrained memory of a sensor node. Also, as we are
ultimately interested in frequent itemsets (and not in the synopsis), memory is needed
for both the synopsis data structure and frequent itemsets.
We therefore developed an algorithm that directly generates frequent itemsets without using a separate synopsis data structure. The algorithm basically splits S into small
blocks B of fixed size which fit into main memory. An efficient multi-pass algorithm is
used to discover frequent itemsets F IBi in each block Bi . Each itemset is ∈ F IBi is
associated with a counter is.c that holds the number of itemsets in Bi of which is is a
subset. That is, the support of is in B equals is.c × 100%/|B|. The frequent itemsets
in all blocks are then merged in an incremental fashion to obtain the frequent itemsets
F IS of S. Initially, F IS is empty. To merge F IBi into F IS, we merge each frequent

itemset is ∈ F IBi into F IS by either inserting is into F IS if is 6∈ F IS, or by adding
is.c to the counter value of the existing itemset in F IS. The support of an itemset
is ∈ F IS then equals is.c × 100%/|S|.
For the ease of exposition we assume that the query contains only a single local
event, i.e., |El | = 1. If more than one local event has been defined, the data stream will
be split into |El | data streams each of which contains only patterns with a single type
of local event. These streams will then be processed separately as described above, but
the resulting frequent itemsets will all be merged into a single instance of F IS.
Although simple, it is not clear that
N blocks
the above approach obtains the correct
100%
result, as an itemset that is frequent in S
may not be frequent in some blocks Bi ,
C
such that the support of an itemset in S is
MS
not computed correctly. To fix this problem, we will use a smaller support value
0%
M S < M S when discovering frequent
itemsets in a block. We will select M S
k bad blocks
N - k full blocks
such that we meet the error bound M Se
given in the query. That is, the support s Fig. 2. Stream of itemsets that maximizes
we compute for an itemset with respect s − s. Grey bars indicate the support s in
to S will be not less than the true sup- a block on a scale from 0 to 100%.
port s of that itemset minus M Se . Due
to this, all itemsets in F IS with s ≥ M S − M Se will be considered frequent. This set
of itemsets includes all true frequent itemsets (i.e., for which s ≥ M S) plus additional
ones that are actually not frequent with bounded error s − s ≤ M Se .
How do we compute M S given M S and M Se ? For this, let us assume we have
chosen some value M S < M S. Let us consider an itemset is which is frequent in the
stream S with support s. Our algorithm will output a value s ≤ s for the frequency
of is. We are interested in computing an upper bound for the error s − s. For this, let
us assume for now that S is split into N equal-sized blocks. We will see later that the
actual length of the stream is irrelevant. Let us further consider a worst-case stream
S that maximizes s − s, i.e., which minimizes s. Note that our algorithm only makes
an error if the support of is in a block is smaller than M S. In this case, is will not
be considered a frequent itemset in this block and its support in this block will not be
considered when computing s. That is, to maximize the error, there should be as many
blocks as possible where the support of is is just below M S. To maximize the number
of such “bad” blocks, is must have a support of 100% in the remaining blocks (“full”
blocks), such that the global support of is for the whole stream is s. It follows that the
(fractional) number k of bad blocks in the worst-case stream must satisfy the constraint
k × M S + (N − k) × 100% = N × s, which can be solved for k to obtain
k=N

100% − s
100% − M S

(4)

It follows that the worst-case configuration includes bkc bad blocks, N − dke full
blocks, and optionally one block with support C = (k −bkc)×M S +(dke−k)×100%
with M S < C < 100% unless k is an integer. If k is an integer then that block doesn’t

exist and C = 0. The worst-case configuration of S is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that the
order of the blocks in the stream is irrelevant.
We can now express the error s − s as follows:
(N − k) × 100% + (k − bkc) × M S
(N − dke) × 100% + C
=s−
N
N
(N − k) × 100%
(5)
≤s−
N

s−s=s−

The “≤” holds because (k − bkc) × M S ≥ 0. Inserting Eq. 4 into Eq. 5 and
rearranging terms we obtain

s − s ≤ s − (s − M S)

100%
100% − M S

(6)

Note that N has been eliminated, that is, the derived error bound is independent
of the actual length of the stream. It can be easily verified that the right-hand side of
Eq. 6 is monotonically decreasing in s for all M S > 0. That is, we obtain the largest
error s − s for the smallest possible value of s, which is M S. s cannot be smaller than
M S, since itemset is would then not be frequent in contradiction to our assumption.
Replacing s by M S and rearranging terms we obtain

s − s ≤ MS −

MS − MS
100%
100% − M S

(7)

To ensure that s − s ≤ M Se , we require that the right hand side of Eq. 7 equals
M Se . Solving for M S we obtain

MS =

M Se × 100%
100% + M Se − M S

(8)

Using Eq. 8, we can compute the minimum support M S to be used for discovering
frequent itemsets in a block, such that the resulting error s − s is never greater than
M Se .
4.4

Closed Patterns

Since there may be a large number of frequent itemsets, we will consider so-called
closed itemsets instead [22, 24]. A closed itemset is a frequent itemset which has only
proper supersets with smaller support than itself. In can the shown that the set of closed
itemsets of S contains the same information as the set of frequent itemsets of S. In
practice, the number of closed itemsets can be orders of magnitude smaller than the
number of frequent itemsets. In our algorithm, F IB and F IS will be sets of closed
itemsets.

The algorithm for discovering closed itemsets of S proceeds as follows. It collects
itemsets (generated as described in Sect. 4.1) into a block B until a complete block of
size BN has been filled. Then, the block is compressed by removing duplicate itemsets
B[i] = B[j] (equality does not consider the counter values B[ ].c): we set B[i].c ←
B[i].c + B[j].c and remove B[j].
We can now implement a function
1 bool isfreq ( itemset &is) {
isf req(is) as depicted in Fig. 3 that
2
int rest ← BN ;
computes the support of an itemset is
3
int minc ← BN × M S/100%
4
is.c ← 0;
for B and checks whether or not that
5
foreach bis ∈ B {
itemset is frequent in B by iterating over
6
rest ← rest − bis.c;
7
if (is ⊂ bis)
the compressed block and computing the
8
is.c ← is.c + bis.c;
number of itemsets in B of which is is a
9
else if (is.c + rest < minc)
10
return false ;
subset (lines 7 and 8). The function ter11
}
minates early (lines 9 and 10) if the num12
return true ;
ber of unprocessed itemsets in B is too 13 }
small to make is frequent.
To find closed itemsets in block Fig. 3. Algorithm to compute the support of
B that contain local event el , function itemset is in the current block.
block() is used as depicted in Fig. 4
(left). After execution, F IB will hold all closed itemsets. With the help of traverse()
(also given in Fig. 4), block() basically enumerates all possible itemsets which contain
local event el , computes their support and stores closed itemsets in F IB. However, two
properties of closed itemsets are exploited to prune the huge search space significantly.
Firstly, if itemset is is not frequent, no superset of is is frequent. Secondly, if adding
an item i to itemset is does not change the support of is, then is cannot be a closed
itemset. Exploiting these properties for pruning is a standard technique [5]. Additional
techniques exist, but these require significant amounts of memory [24] or do not have a
large impact on runtime according to our experience.
In more detail, block() creates the itemsets is which contain only local event el in
line 27, computes the support of this itemset in line 28, and invokes traverse(is, tail)
in line 29, which recursively enumerates supersets of is by incrementally moving items
from tail to is. Initially, tail contains all possible items except items that represent local
events (line 25). The first loop in traverse() implements pruning by moving all items
from tail to is that do not change the support of s (lines 5 - 8), exploiting the second
of the properties mentioned above. Also, if adding an item from tail to is makes is
infrequent, then that item is removed from tail (line 10). The second loop (line 12)
implements the recursion step for all items remaining in tail. Finally, is is added to
F IB if the latter doesn’t contain an itemset which is a superset of is and has same
support (lines 19-21). If such a superset exists in F IB, then is cannot be a closed
itemset. Note that traverse() implements a depth-first search of the itemset space, that
is, before is is considered for insertion into F IB, all supersets of is are considered first.
Next, function merge() as depicted in Fig. 4 (right) is used to merge the closed
itemsets in F IB for the current block into F IS. The latter set of itemsets holds closed
itemsets of the stream S seen so far.
Basically, merging is implemented by considering each possible intersection of
itemsets from F IS and F IB (is in line 35). If is 6∈ F IS, then the support of is
with respect to F IS equals the support of the superset sis ⊃ is with maximum support

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

void traverse ( itemset is, tail) {
foreach item i ∈ tail {
itemset nis ← is ∪ {i};
if ( isfreq (nis)) {
if (nis.c = is.c) {
is ← nis;
tail ← tail \ {i};
}
} else
tail ← tail \ {i};
}
foreach item i ∈ tail {
itemset nis ← is ∪ {i};
tail ← tail \ {i};

15
17

}
if (6 ∃f ib ∈ F IB : is ⊂ f ib
∧is.c = f ib.c)
F IB ← F IB ∪ {is};

18
19
20
21

}

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

void merge () {
foreach itemset f is ∈ F IS {
foreach itemset f ib ∈ F IB {
itemset is = f is ∩ f ib;
if (is ∩ El 6= ∅) {
if (is 6∈ F IS) {
is.c ← f is.c;
is.c2 ← 0;
F IS ← F IS ∪ {is};
}
if (F IS[is].c < f is.c)
F IS[is].c ← f is.c;
if (F IS[is].c2 < f ib.c)
F IS[is].c2 ← f ib.c;
}}}

47

foreach f ib ∈ F IB {
if (f ib 6∈ F IS) {
f ib.c2 ← f ib.c;
f ib.c ← 0;
F IS ← F IS ∪ {f ib};
} else
F IS[f ib].c2 ← f ib.c;
}

48
49
50
51
52
53

23
24

33

46

if ( isfreq (nis))
traverse (nis, tail);

16

22

32

54

void block ( event el ) {
// 3 = complete itemset
itemset tail ← 3 \ El ;
F IB ← ∅;
itemset is ← {el };
isfreq (is);
traverse (is, tail);
}

55
56

foreach f is ∈ F IS {
F IS[f is].c ← F IS[f is].c
+ F IS[f is].c2;
F IS[f is].c2 ← 0;
}

57
58
59
60
61
62

}

Fig. 4. Algorithm to discover closed itemsets.
among all supersets sis ∈ F IS. The analog applies for the support of is with respect to
F IB. The support of each intersection is is incrementally computed in lines 37-45 and
stored in the fields is.c (support with respect to F IS) and is.c2 (support with respect to
F IB). An separate loop in lines 48-55 is used to add all itemsets f ib ∈ F IB to F IS.
To compute the support values f ib.c and f ib.c2, we can assume that either f ib ∈ F IS,
or f ib has support 0 in F IS. If f ib has nonzero support in F IS and is not contained in
F IS, then a superset of f ib must be contained in F IS. However, in this case f ib has
already been added previously as an intersection, because the intersection of f ib with a
superset of itself equals f ib.
Finally, the new support values of all itemsets in F IS are computed in lines 57-61
by adding the support in F IS (counter c) and the support in F IB (counter c2). All
itemsets is ∈ F IS that satisfy is.c ≥ (M S − M Se ) × |S|/100% afterwards are output
as closed itemsets of the stream S seen so far.
4.5

Maximal Patterns

In some cases it is sufficient to know whether or not an itemset is frequent, that is,
the exact support does not matter. In these cases, we can compute the set of maximal
itemsets [11, 14] given the set of closed itemsets computed as described in the previous
section. A frequent itemset is is maximal if there are no supersets of is which are
frequent. Note that an itemset is frequent if and only if it is a subset of a maximal

itemset. Hence, knowing the set of maximal itemsets a user knows all frequent itemsets
and he could send inquiries to the sensor network to learn the frequencies of specific
frequent itemsets.
The number of maximal itemsets is often orders of magnitude smaller than the
number of closed itemsets. Maximal itemsets are typically an extremely compact and
human-readable summary of the “common behavior” observed by a sensor network,
see Sect. 6 for an example. Note that

5

Implementation Aspects

We have developed two implementations of the proposed system. The first implementation is based on the BTnode [25] sensor node platform and supports a spatial scope of
one hop. We chose the BTnode platform mainly because it provides 256 kB of RAM.
Otherwise, the BTnode is similar to a MICA2: the microcontroller is an Atmel AT Mega
128L and the radio is a ChipCon CC1000.
The second implementation uses pre-recorded logs of sensor values instead of real
sensors. The log contains sensor data also from neighbor nodes, such that communication between nodes is not required. This implementation runs both on BTnodes and
on PCs and is mainly used for evaluation. Apart from these differences, the two implementations are identical. We will refer to these implementations as DistributedImpl
and SimulatorImpl. Below we discuss some important implementation aspects that are
shared by both programs.
5.1

Data Structures

The performance of our system significantly depends on an efficient implementation of
itemsets and sets of itemsets (i.e., F IB and F IS), as operations on these data structures
are frequently performed in the inner loops of algorithms for discovering and merging
closed itemsets.
Itemsets are represented as bitvectors, which are implemented as an array of bytes.
The size of the array is a compile-time parameter, such that the compiler can apply
loop-unrolling to optimize itemset operations. Most operations on itemsets (such as
union, intersection, subset tests) operate on bytes (i.e., 8 items at a time) rather than on
individual bits and are thus efficient. Note that itemsets in S are densely populated. Eq.
2 implies that a fraction of about 1/|F P | of the bits are non-zero. That is, bitvectors are
also a space-efficient representation.
Sets of itemsets (i.e., F IB and F IS) only need to support insertion, lookup, deletion of all elements, but not deletion of individual elements. Since F IS dominates the
memory footprint of our system, it is also important that per-element memory overhead of these data structures is minimized. For example, many typical data structures
(linked lists, trees) require one or more pointers per element. Since a typical itemset is
rather small in the context of our work (typically < 10 bytes), this would represent a
significant overhead. We therefore decided for hash tables that are implemented with a
fixed-size array, which requires no per-element memory overhead. The hash function
for F IS is based on the bitvector contents of the itemset, while the hash function for
F IB is based on the support value of the itemset to support search for supersets (line
19 in Fig. 4).

5.2

Query Compilation

The query compiler reads a query as given in Fig. 1 and generates C code. The
output consists of functions to generate events from sensor output according to
the definitions given in the query (i.e., lines 4 to 6 in Fig. 1), mapping functions
mapd (), mapt (), mapf () that map distances, time intervals and event frequencies to
partitions, as well several constant definitions (e.g., for minimum support, temporal
and spatial scopes, epoch length). Among the latter is also the size of the bitvectors of
itemsets, which is computed using Eq. 3.

6

Evaluation

We study code size, runtime, memory footprint, and the output of the pattern discovery
algorithm for a typical query using sensor data logs [26]. In particular, we investigate
the trade-off between the scope of the query (i.e., minimum support and number of local
events) and resource consumption (i.e., runtime and memory footprint).
6.1

Code Size

We report the size of the code and data segments of DistributedImpl in Bytes. The program consists of two main parts. The first part includes algorithms and data structures
for discovering frequent itemsets. The second part contains code for reading out sensors
and generating events, the protocol for data collection from a one-hop neighborhood,
as well as time synchronization. The latter simply uses the request messages of the data
collection protocol which are broadcast by the discovery node to synchronize all nodes
in the one-hop neighborhood to the time of the discovery node. Code has been compiled
by avr-gcc 3.4.5 using optimization flags -O3 -funroll-loops.
Function
Code Data
pattern discovery
10628 260
data collection, sensors, time sync 5498 707
total
16126 967
6.2

Runtime and Memory Footprint

To evaluate runtime and memory footprint of the pattern discovery algorithm, we use
SimulatorImpl executing on a BTnode, using sensor data collected during one month
from 54 sensor nodes in the Intel Research Lab Berkeley [26]. This dataset was collected with an epoch duration of about 30 seconds (resulting in a total of about 65000
epochs) and contains, among others, temperature and light readings. Using this dataset,
we investigate how two key query parameters, namely minimum support and the number of local and context events, affect the resource consumption of our system in terms
of runtime and memory footprint.
Fig. 5 shows the relevant query parameters. We consider two types of events: warm
and light events. Each sensor node with a temperature reading > 23 degrees Celsius
in an epoch emits a warm event in this epoch. Every sensor node with a light reading

> 300 Lux emits a light event. Note that with these event definitions we are actually
investigating correlations between states “it is light” and “it is warm” as discussed in
Sect. 3. Both events are declared as both context and local events, which means that
we are interested in how light on a node correlates with light and temperature in its
neighborhood and how temperature on a node correlated with light and temperature in
its neighborhood.
For our experiment, we selected the node with ID 1 as
the discovery node executing
the pattern discovery algorithm.
We obtained very similar results
when selecting other nodes as
the discovery node. With the
above settings, mote 1 generates a warm event in about 23%
of all epochs and a light event in
about 14% of all epochs.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

epoch = 30
event warm { temp[0] > 23 }
event light { light [0] > 300 }
cevents {warm, light }
levents {warm, light }
history = 10
distance { near =(0,5), far =[5,10] }
time { now=0, recent =[1,4], old =[5,10] }
frequency { none=0, some=[1, infty ] }

Fig. 5. Query used for evaluation.

To evaluate runtime and memory footprint of the pattern discovery algorithm, we
compiled a preprocessed version of the sensor data for the first 30254 epochs into the
text segment of the SimulatorImpl executable that is running on a BTnode (more data
didn’t fit into the program flash). We then repeatedly ran the pattern discovery algorithm
on this data set with different values for M S and M Se , measuring execution time, the
number of itemsets in F IS, the number of closed itemsets among the itemsets in F IS,
as well as the number of maximal itemsets among the itemsets in F IS. We also studied
how the size of F IS grows over time as more and more blocks are processed. Fig.
6 shows the results. The runtime is given as the ratio between execution time of the
algorithm and total time of data collection (i.e., 30254 epochs × 30 seconds). In all
cases, the resulting CPU duty cycle is very small (subfigure (a)). The number of itemsets
in F IS strongly depends both on minimum support M S and on error bound M Se
(subfigure (b)). Interestingly, the number of closed itemsets in F IS is also strongly
dependent on M S, but less so on M Se (subfigure (c)). This indicates that reducing
M Se results in the generation of additional itemsets that are frequent in some blocks,
but not frequent for the whole data stream. Also note that the number of closed itemsets
does also depend on structure of frequent itemsets, such that increasing the error bound
M Se may actually result in more closed itemsets as it is the case in subfigure (c).
Also note that only about half of the itemsets in F IS are actually frequent. Again,
this indicates that there are many itemsets which are frequent in individual blocks, but
not for the whole data stream. The number of maximal itemsets is at most 10 in all
experiments (diagram not shown). That is, a very small number of maximal itemsets is
sufficient to characterize the “common behavior” observed by the sensor network.
The size of an itemset for the experiment query is 8 bytes (4 bytes for the bit vector,
2 bytes each for the counters c and c2). With this, the total RAM required for itemsets
in F IS was at most 30 kB in the course of our experiments.
Fig. 7 shows the same diagrams for a simplified query, which considers only light
as a context event and warm as a local event, but is otherwise identical to the query in
Fig. 5. We observe a qualitatively similar behavior as in Fig. 6, but at much lower abso-
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Fig. 7. Results for pattern discovery with simplified query: (a) runtime (b) size of F IS
(c) closed itemsets in F IS.
lute values. This illustrates the capability of our system to trade off scope for resource
consumption by constraining the search to fewer local events.
To understand the reason for the above quantitative differences, let us estimate how
the number of discovered itemsets (i.e., patterns) increases when adding additional context or local events to a query. For this, let us define Q(Ec , El ) as the number of patterns
discovered for a query with context events Ec and local events El . Since our algorithm
only considers patterns with a single local event, adding a new local event results in an
additive increase of patterns:
Q({e1 }, {e2 , e3 }) = Q({e1 }, {e2 }) + Q({e1 }, {e3 })

(9)

However, when adding an additional context event, we obtain a multiplicative increase in patterns in the worst case:
Q({e1 , e2 }, {e3 }) ≤ Q({e1 }, {e3 }) × Q({e2 }, {e3 })

(10)

The reason for this is that potentially every frequent pattern that contains only e1 as
a context event could be combined with every frequent pattern that contains only e2 as
a context event to obtain a frequent pattern which contains both e1 and e2 as context
events. However, in practice this number is often significantly smaller as event patterns
with e2 and events patterns with e1 have to occur during the same epochs in the data
stream – otherwise the combined event pattern may not be frequent.

6.3

Communication Overhead

During the experiment duration of 30254 epochs, only in 8000 epochs a local event occurred on the discovery node (i.e., mote 1). Recall that only when a local event occurs,
then the discovery node requests event occurrences during the last T SCOP E epochs
(i.e., 10 epochs for our experiment) from client nodes. In our experiment, event occurrences for 12418 epochs have been requested by the discovery node. As each event is
represented by a single bit, every client node would have to transmit 24836 bits (since
there are two context events defined in the query) or about 3 kB. Assuming that every
sensor reading requires one byte, the raw sensor data generated by each node during the
experiment would be about 60 kB. Also note that with our approach communication
among nodes is constrained to small neighborhoods, whereas traditional data gathering
applications require to transmit raw sensor readings through the whole network to the
sink.
6.4

Discovered Maximal Patterns

We would expect a strong correlation of the occurrence of light and warm events on
the discovery node with light and warm events on client nodes. The discovered patterns confirm this expectation. For M S = 90%, for example, we obtain two maximal
itemsets that map to the following patterns:
(W,now,far,some) AND (W,recent,*,some) AND
(W,old,*,some) : L [96%]
(W,*,far,some) AND (L,now,far,some) AND
(L,{old,recent},*,some) : L [92%]

Here, “W” and “L” refer to warm and light events as defined above. The notations
“{... , ...}” and “*” mean that the enclosing term is valid for the set of given partition
identifiers or for all possible partition identifiers, respectively.
Packet loss is an issue in most multi-hop data collection sensor networks [9]. In
particular, the dataset used for the experiments also had missing entries. In the context
of our work, packet loss may affect the correctness of discovered frequent patterns. In
particular, three cases can be distinguished. Firstly, a wrong frequency may be reported
for a frequent pattern. Secondly, an infrequent pattern may be reported as being frequent. Thirdly, a frequent pattern may not be reported as being frequent. The latter two
problems apply predominantly to patterns with a frequency close to M S, where “close
to” is a function of the amount of packet loss. Hence, the likelihood of missing frequent patterns due to packet loss can be decreased by reducing M S to a lower value. A
quantitative study of this aspect is the subject of future work.

7

Related Work

While data stream mining techniques have been used for other purposes in sensor networks, we are not aware of similar in-network approaches to discover frequent distributed event patterns. There are systems that support detection of given distributed

event patterns (e.g., [2, 16]), but this is a fundamentally different problem as mentioned
in Sect. 1.
The authors of [17] apply itemset mining to find sensors that show the same value
concurrently for significant portions of time, which can be considered as a very specific
instance of distributed event patterns. However, their approach is centralized. Resource
requirements of their solution are too high to allow an implementation on sensor nodes.
In a more general context, data stream mining techniques have also been applied
to outlier detection [4] or to in-network reduction of sensor data streams [3] such that
certain properties of the original data stream are preserved. However, these are fundamentally different problems. Also, while the authors claim that their algorithms can be
implemented on resource-constrained sensor nodes, they resort to simulations.
Another approach that is loosely related to our work is distributed regression [12],
where sensor nodes cooperate locally to fit a global function to their measurements.
Implicitly, such a global function represents the correlation between sensor data of different nodes. However, this work is based on continuous sensor time series and makes
the fundamental assumption that sensor data is strongly correlated both spatially and
temporally. In contrast, our approach is based on discrete events and we make no assumptions about the correlation of sensor data – instead, we want to find out whether
and how events on different sensor nodes are correlated.
There is a large amount of work regarding discovery of frequent itemsets from a data
stream. Many approaches are based on sliding windows (e.g., [6, 8]), where frequent
itemsets are discovered from a small, moving fraction of the data stream. However, we
are interested in discovering patterns from the whole data stream. Several proposals
exist for this problem (e.g., [7, 10, 15, 13, 19]). However, these approaches use synopsis data structure in addition to the sought frequent itemsets, resulting in a memory
footprint that led us to develop an approach that fits the specific constraints of sensor
nodes. For discovery of closed itemsets from a small block of itemsets, we borrowed
techniques from existing multi-pass algorithms, most notably [5].

8

Conclusions

We presented a novel in-network knowledge discovery technique that supports the discovery of frequent distributed event patterns in sensor networks, where event patterns
characterize the spatial and temporal correlations between events observed by sensor
nodes in a confined network neighborhood. To deal with the constrained resources of
sensor nodes, our system offers a declarative query language to specify the level of detail and the scope of sought patterns, thus offering a turning knob to trade off detail and
scope for resource consumption. We implemented our proposal on the BTnode platform and and showed that the resources of this platform are sufficient to handle typical
problem instances. We also showed that by reducing the scope of the query we could
decrease resource consumption.
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